March, 2022

Unable to Stand, Live and Conscious Mare Dragged
From Trailer At Slaughter Plant

“For more than three decades, we have worked alongside restaurants,
distributors and retailers, ensuring the highest food safety, animal welfare and
employee safety throughout our supply chain.”
Source: Bouvry Exports website

Over the years we have seen many statements such as the one quoted above, from
industry representatives proclaiming that horses destined for slaughter must be, and
are, treated humanely.
What really happens behind the scenes?
Previously, we made public records from 2018 to 2019 which describe the conditions of
horses arriving at slaughter plants that included crippled and lame animals, as well as a
horse who was described as “blind- hitting everything”.
On October 22, 2019, under the observation of night Contract Security staff, a live horse
who was down was dragged from the trailer with a loader by the trucking staff.
We can’t help but wonder how often this occurs.

In documents recently received, we find a similar, very serious incident which occurred
on January 7, 2021, as horses delivered to a slaughter plant were being unloaded from
the trailer.

While the names of companies and individuals were redacted from all pages prior to our
receiving them, several documents sent to us anonymously confirm Bouvry Exports
Calgary Ltd. to be the slaughter plant involved.
The incident in question involves dragging a live, conscious horse from a trailer,
across the ground and into a pen – a combined distance of approximately 40 feet.

The Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) initiated an investigation into the incident
and took enforcement action which included notices of violation with penalty of $13,000
for the establishment and $10,000 for the transporter. However, these amounts were
reduced by 50% if paid within 15 days, which they were.
Notices of Violations with warnings were issued under section 140 (1) of the Health of
Animals Regulations and section 35(1) of the Health of Animals Act.

You will be shocked and angered by what occurred and the suffering this poor mare
endured.

Description of Non-Compliance (from Inspector’s notes)
On January 7, 2021, 30 horses were transported for slaughter from a livestock
assembly yard, location unknown.
Interviews were conducted with various individuals involved in the events that followed,
although we noticed some discrepancies in their accounting of events.
At loading, a pinto mare was noticed to be lame on her right hind. Despite this, she was
loaded with six other horses in the 3rd compartment from the back of the trailer - she
was not segregated.
The Equine Information document for this horse described her as a 9 year old skewbald
mare, primarily used for driving.
Approximately 7 to 8 hours after leaving the yard, the trailer arrived at the plant after
hours, at 8:40 p.m.

While unloading, this mare was found down in the trailer and an electric prod was used
in an unsuccessful attempt to get her up. Somehow, “he moved her enough to be able
to unload the rest of the trailer”.
A rope was tied around the mare’s neck, the other end around a post then she was
dragged out using a truck, pulling her approximately 30 feet and down the internal ramp
over the rear wheels and off the 53 foot ground load trailer. There was approximately a
14 inch drop off the back deck floor to the ground. (HAR 139.1(1) )

Incredibly, her ordeal did not end there.

Once she was out, on the ground, the rope was removed from her neck and her front
legs were tied together.
The other end of the rope was tied to the back of a forklift and she was dragged another
3 metres into a dirt pen (SFCR s 128) and left there overnight. For over eight hours.
The overnight temperature ranged between -5.4 °C at 8 p.m. to -9.8 ° at 8 a.m. the next
morning, when she was discovered by ante-mortem screening staff.

“The mare was left in the pen overnight with no care or attention until
establishment employee arrived the next morning at which time she was shot.
She had been left overnight to suffer with pre-existing and other injuries caused
during transport and being unloaded while being conscious.”

Without notifying the CFIA, she was ‘’humanely euthanized’’ (shot) by an unnamed
individual, her body taken to the ‘’dead pile’’ then removed to the rendering plant.

Phone interviews with individuals involved in this debacle were included in the
documents received and are summarized below.

Phone interviews with unidentified individual
January 11, 2021 interview








He knew there was a downer but didn’t know the circumstances.
He stated ‘’maybe the horse shouldn’t have been loaded to begin with.
He was told a halter had been put on the mare and they tried to lead her off
the trailer.
He is interested in learning more about the new Health of Animals
Regulations, he had some training, years ago.
The trailer is a 53 foot ground load.
In terms of bedding they use wood chips or straw, for short hauls they just
leave old manure because it’s better.
He had never heard of Transfer of Care .

January 14 interview:


There are five compartments on the trailer:
o The front compartment is about 10 feet long and over the wheels of the
tractor.
o The second compartment is for a single animal, they ride sideways.
o The third and fourth compartments are about 15 feet each.
o The back deck, behind the rear wheels of the trailer is lower by about 2.5
feet. The ramp is laid down in this compartment after emptying in order to
unload the rest of the trailer. No size was given.
o He hoped he wouldn’t get a fine over this.

March 9, 2021 phone interview:
•
•
•
•
•

The Trucking company is not registered; he was contacted to arrange
transport of ________ horses.
He owned the tractor and trailer that ________ used to transport the horses
on January 7, 2021.
There is a prod in the truck at all times.
There were five horses on the load that _______ described as lame.
He didn’t know about the lame horses.

Example of a 53’ ground load trailer, photos included in the release package

Phone interview with individual thought to be the driver
January 11, 2021












Has had no training, he doesn’t think he took the course.
He wasn’t sure how long the trailer was.
He ‘’eyeballs’’ things so if they are badly crippled or sick he will group them
together.
He does not overcrowd and only had an issue with that once, a year ago.
He has no knowledge of the revised Health of Animals Regulations .
He remembered there being six other horses in the pen with the pinto mare.
He doesn’t use much bedding. Horses don’t release much manure until
they’re unloaded so it’s about a half dozen loads before he had to clean,
before there is enough manure in there. The trailer did need cleaning so he
cleaned it that night.
They finished loading at 2 p.m. On his way west he stopped for 15 minutes,
checked the load then drove 30 minutes to re-fuel his truck.
He arrived at the plant around 8 p.m. and was told he was 2 hours late.
He didn’t have the lights on in the trailer as the yard was ‘’lit up”.





















When unloading, all horses in the third compartment came off the trailer
except for the sorrel pinto mare.
The mare was laying down and “pulled herself up on her fronts” but was too
close to the front gate.
He had used the prod to get her moved around to where he could get the
gate open to unload the rest.
He opened the next compartment and unloaded the next 3 pens, so those
horses were off the trailer.
The mare was ‘’sitting up”.
He asked someone to get a lariat. She was wearing a rope halter but he didn’t
think it would hold.
A rope was tied around her neck, they tied on to the end of the chute and got
her out by pulling ahead with the truck.
Two other workers were enlisted to help.
He took the rope off her neck and dallied on to her front feet and they pulled
her in about another 40 feet and took her right into the pen. This took
about 15 minutes.
When they got her in the pen she just laid there. She didn’t make any effort
then. “It was like you can tell when you break their heart and she lost her
pride and gives up – and give up she did.”
He didn’t know what happened in the trailer, there was an aggressive horse in
that pen but he didn’t know.
There was a cut above the mare’s left eye that he hadn’t noticed before but
didn’t believe anything was broken.
When told it was not acceptable to unload a downer, otherwise known as unfit
animal without it being unconscious or euthanized on the trailer, he agreed
that was the ethical thing to do, but it was new to him.
The trailer floor was checker plate and manure.
He was asked for a copy of his log book, driver’s license, to which he agreed.
When asked how far the distance is from the back deck floor to the ground,
he said that when you drop the air out of the suspension, it’s about 12 inches.
When asked if he had dropped the air when unloading that night he said he
hadn’t.

 NOTE With air suspension still ‘’on’’ a trailer is a few inches higher off of
the ground which would make a further drop to the ground out of the
trailer.

**This means the mare, who was in the third compartment in the
trailer from the back end, would have been dragged through the
compartment she was in, through the length of the second full
compartment then down the ramp, then through the back deck, and
dropped out of the trailer to the ground.**

Phone interview with truck and trailer owner
March 10, 2021













He is the owner of ______ and sends cattle that are low quality (lump jaw, etc.)
to the dog food plant in __________..
If he has an animal that is suffering he shoots it. He gets cows that go for
dogfood and the odd colt that are in bad condition and he needs to put them
down.
When asked about the 5 horses on the load that he described as lame to
_______ he said the chestnut mare wasn’t lame, he believes he described her as
foundered.
_________ was aware of the lame animals and helped moved them around to
different compartments on the trailer.
He is self-employed, does not have a registered company/business.
He thought about giving ________ his logbook but decided not to because it’s
not our jurisdiction. ‘’We are not DOT and he’s not going to give it.”
He doesn’t have livestock handling and transport training. He has been driving
for __ years, does not know what a Transfer of Care is.
He owned the truck and trailer. He took the license plate from ____ truck and put
it on his because he needed a commercial license plate.
He owned the electric prod that he used on the horse that night. He used it
on her rump.
“There are more important things going on these days; the horse was
going to be dead in 4 – 5 hours anyways so what was the
difference………….
To shoot the animal on the trailer would be such a waste of money and of
the animal so he doesn’t like doing that.”

144 (1) No person shall, during the loading, confinement, transporting or unloading of an animal
in or from a conveyance or container,


(b) use a prod, whip or any other driving device on the animal in a manner
that is likely to cause the animal’s suffering, injury or death;



(c) use a prod, whip or any other driving device on an animal to make it move
if it does not have a clear path to move

Phone interview with approved buyer
January 11











There were 7 horses in the compartment with the pinto mare. She was part of a
team and had a stifle problem.
A grey horse on the load also had a stifle problem.
He is an approved buyer for _____________ and he is the one who calls to order
a truck and trailer to haul.
He said they loaded the horses at 2 pm which is late, usually they are loaded
around noon.
He personally sorts the horses by size, chases them into the trailer and shuts the
gates.
There was no bedding in the trailer, it had a little frozen manure which he likes
because he believes it helps.
The CFIA phones him once in a while.
The sorrel pinto mare went on the trailer okay but was visibly lame. She had a
stifle problem but would put weight on the leg.
Another sorrel mare on the same load also had a stifle problem and was much
worse.
A grey gelding was also lame on his back leg, he thought he would have trouble
with that horse.

Phone interview with forklift driver
January 8, 2022












He was working in the yards shop when someone (name unknown) asked him
for a rope. He didn’t have one but was told a horse was down in a trailer. He
didn’t go with him at that time.
After approximately an hour, the person returned, said they had found a rope but
needed his help to pull the horse into a pen. He was asked to use a pay loader
but as he was trained to operate the forklift they took this instead.
At about 10:30 they went to the trailer area. He saw the horse, already off the
trailer and on the ground. Her front feet were tied together and she was down.
The other end of the rope was tied to a post.
The horse was hooked to the forklift which he drove, pulling her approximately 3
meters into the pen.
“The horse was in very bad shape. It never struggled.”
“I drove slow. It was dragged over dirt, into dirt in the pen. No straw was
added to the pen. It took about 30 to 40 minutes in all”. (This differs from the
(driver’s?) accounting above, who stated it took 15 minutes).
He hadn’t had to take any training for animal welfare at all. He began working
there on the kill floor.

Interview with individual thought to be ante mortem screening staff
March 23










The lighting in the yard is not very good, when he arrives in the morning he
drives around to live receiving and uses the headlights of his car to get a
quick idea of what animals are in the yard.
It was too dark when he found the horse to do an assessment and the horse
may have been wild so he did not want to risk entering the pen and getting
injured.
When it was lighter outside he went to the yard to conduct the ante-mortem
on the horse but it was gone. He asked ____ where she was and he said he
euthanized her and put her in the dead pile.
____ immediately went to the dead pile but the horse wasn't there. She had
been picked up by ____ . He got the impression that _______ had tried to
hide the incident. CFIA had not been informed of the horse and if he had not
gone to the yard before he started his shift ______ would never have
uncovered what happened to this animal.
This was a horrible experience. He watched the video of the horse being
dragged. From the video it was hard to see what was happening outside of
the pens. The ______ used the forklift and a rope to drag the down horse
into _____. From the video he could tell that the horse was still alive. The
horse looked pretty beat-up.

Phone interview with original owner of the mare
January 13, 2021









He bought the mare as part of a team of mares early last year (EID has the
dates of ownership to be May, 2019 to Jan 4, 2021)
She had a foal by her side when he got her, she became quite thin over the
summer on pasture.
He put her in his home corral with the other half of the team and some bulls to
‘’feed her up’’ and wean her the previous fall.
She did start to show some lameness and he noticed she had started
showing signs of ringbone on her hind leg, which he thought to be the reason
for her lameness.
He transported both mares by themselves in his 36 foot livestock trailer (here
we believe he is referring to when he took the mares to the assembly yard).
They were well broke and loaded well.
He didn’t know what happened to the mare on the rest of the journey from the
assembly yard. He was fairly upset about it and thought that was a poor way
for the horse to die.

Numerous requests made for video
Several requests were made to have a copy of the video sent by the slaughter plant to
the CFIA, of the humane handling non-compliance on the evening of January 7, 2021
as per its regulatory authority. The appropriate sections of the Safe Food for Canadians
Act were provided, for information.
There seemed to be some concern that their internal system may delete the file.
The plant manager replied to the first two requests stating more time was needed to
extract it from the system. Concerns were expressed about the Freedom of Information
Act when giving that video to the CFIA.

“We are more than willing to corporate (sic) with CFIA on this issue and that’s why we
made the video available to watch at our office.
Would like your feedback on that concern from CFIA directly please.
We are trying to protect our image in an industry where we get already enough
accusation, don’t need to feed activist”.

In an e-mailed response the manager was advised that, while unable to provide any
absolute certainty the video would not be included in an ATIP request they (CFIA) would
be looking into a few exemptions in regards to the Act, with links provided, that may give
him greater confidence.

 Note: A video was collected as part of the responsive records but was
exempted in its entirety under sections 19(1) and 20 (1)(c) of the Access
to Information Act.

Only one video is mentioned in the documents, but upon reading the following
statement, we wonder if there is/was another:
“I asked him if the cameras were working in the live end receiving and barn area
and he replied yes. I informed him that we would likely be asking for a copy of
them. He replied okay.”

The use of cameras and them could indicate it was thought there may be more than
one video.

While we do not have a copy of the video the CFIA was provided with, notes describing
what was observed as the mare was dragged from behind the trailer then into the pen
were provided.

 Caution – the details of this event are upsetting to read.

The notes end, with the following conclusion:

“_______ professional opinion is that dragging horse with both front
legs and neck extended back with obstruction created by sand, rocks
from the floor created avoidable pain and suffering to the animal.

Penalties in the amount of $13,000 and $10,000 were levied against the plant and
transporter, respectively, for violating section 139.1(1) of the Health of Animals
Regulations. These amounts were reduced by 50% as they were paid within the
discount period.

Notices of Violations with warnings were issued under section 140 (1) of the Health of
Animals Regulations and section 35(1) of the Health of Animals Act.

The slaughter establishment stated that the following corrective measures would be
taken to prevent another similar incident:

Corrective Action
One person was dismissed.
All animals are to be received during business hours or by appointment.
Only trained employees will be approved to receive animals.
______ have been made aware that they are required to contact ___ every time an animal
has been euthanized to review why the animal was in distress.

Conclusion
The events documented here are gruelling and have left us speechless. We have many
questions.


Should a person who was involved and so callously remarks ‘’she would be dead
in 4-5 hours anyway’’ even have animals in their care?

“There are more important things going on these days. The
horse was going to be dead in 4-5 hours anyways so what was
the difference; and
To shoot the animal on the trailer would be such a waste of
money and of the animal so he doesn't like doing that.”


One individual stated an aggressive horse was in the trailer compartment with
the lame pinto mare, who went down. Why was this horse not segregated at
loading?


149 (1) No person shall load, confine, transport or unload incompatible
animals, or cause incompatible animals to be loaded, confined, transported or

unloaded, in the same conveyance or container unless they are isolated from
one another.



Another spoke of their preference for using wood chips or straw in trailers but to
just leave old manure for short hauls, because it’s better. Is transporting 30
horses for 7-8 hours considered to be a short haul?



One individual stated that the trailer only required cleaning after ‘’about a half
dozen loads…. Before there is enough manure in there …. the trailer did need
cleaning so he cleaned it that night.”

We can only imagine the mare’s fear and pain as she was dragged 30 feet by a rope
around her neck, through a trailer with only frozen manure on a metal plate floor and no
bedding to provide even a measure of protection. How many injuries did she sustain?
Was she bleeding? Could this be part of the reason the trailer was cleaned that night?

The overnight temperature was -9.8 °Celsius. After spending the night alone in a pen,
on the frozen ground, without food or water, she was shot on the morning of January 8
and her body disposed of without first notifying the CFIA.

This action obstructed the CFIA from doing proper assessment of the live animal for
fitness for transport, any injury, any disease that may need to report or is reportable in
Canada, body condition, performing the post mortem, taking notes, photos, videos,
samples for further inspection and investigation for further enforcement action towards
all related parties.
The Agency did not see her body but photos were taken and sent to them after
contacting the rendering plant.

** Caution: the images below are graphic**

Other non-compliances appeared to have been considered but it is unclear if they were
acted upon:


HAR s 138.2 no contingency plan



HAR s 138.3 (1) made no assessment or risk factors of unloading,



HAR s 144(1)(c) (e) used a prod with no clear path to move and he dragged the
mare to unload her



HARs 150 (3) used no bedding as required



HAR s 153(1) provided no transfer of care information.

From a complete lack of knowledge regarding the Health of Animals Regulations and
transporting unfit and compromised animals to the sheer cruelty of using an electric
prod and dragging a down, conscious horse who was unable to move, there are so
many disturbing elements to this incident and no shortage of humans who failed this
poor mare.

Documents are available upon request by sending an e-mail to
info@defendhorsescanada.org. Please use "Dragged mare files" in the subject line.

To learn more about horse slaughter in Canada and the export of live horses abroad for
slaughter, please visit our website and follow us on Twitter, Facebook and Instagram.

